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STUDENT´S WORKSHEET - SCHOOLS 

Task 2. VOCABULARY -  SCHOOL.        

       a/  Write as many words as possible in the chart. 

       PLACES   THINGS IN THE 

    CLASSROOM 

     PEOPLE    CLASSROOM   

    ACTIVITIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

        b/ Look at the phrases below. Which phrases would you expect to find                                      

            in a secondary school, which in a university, and which in both? 

 pay course fees 
 play truant 
 get a grant 
 take an exam 
 cram for end-of-term exam 
 graduate with honours 
 have a weekly tutorial  
 revise for a test 
 get a detention 
 do homework       
 attend a lecture 
 pay attention 
 give a seminar       
 take a degree 
 take the register 
 cheat in exams 

secondary school 

 

        university 

               both 
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c/  Fill in the initial letter of each school subject.  

__istory;  __usic; __athematics/ __aths;  __conomics/ __ommerce;  __hysics;  

__hemistry;  __iology;  __rts; __eography;  __hysical  __ducation;  __nformation  

__echnology;  __omputer  __tudies;  __oreign  __anguages;  __sychology;  

__iterature;  __ivics;  __eligious  __ducation;  __usiness __tudies  

      

d/  Choose the right answer. 

1. The lecture was so .............. that almost everyone fell asleep. 

a/ bored b/ dull c/ exhausted d/ tired 

2. You should .......... attention to what the teacher is saying. 

a/pay      b/comment          c/ praise   d/ importance 

3. What are you going to do when you ............... school? 

a/complete       b/conclude   c/end d/ leave 

4. New students must .............. for classes before term begins. 

a/enrol b/enter c/join  d/ teach 

5. Secondary schools offer a wide .............. of subjects. 

a/field b/list          c/range        d/ type 

6. Children in the first five ............ are usually taught by one class teacher. 

a/classes b/years c/grades d/lessons 

7. At the end of each school year students and pupils get ......................... . 

a/school register   b/school report c/ school diploma 

8. After maturita exam students can ....................... university or go to work. 

a/ enter b/start c/enroll d/ apply for 

9. Most secondary school students have to pass an ...................... exam. 

a/entering      b/enrolment   c/entrance  d/ acceptance 

10.  After 5-year course the university students recieve a Master´s .......... .  

a/ title b/name c/degree d/level 
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Task 4. READING + VOCABULARY.                          

       Fill the gapts in this text with a suitable word from the list.  

co-educational comprehensive  compulsory   courses   curriculum 

eighteen exams    head teacher   higher   optional   primary  pupils                        
sixth form   staff    state   subjects   timetable  university 

 

        The British education system 

In Britain 95% of children attend __________(1) shools, rather than     

private shools. Most schools in England and Wales are ________(2), but            

some areas have single-sex schools. Children start ________(3)  school                                                         

at the age of five, and move to a secondary school when they are 11. 

/Some areas have selective secondary schools, but most schools are 

__________(4) schools./ The National ____________(5) defines what  

all ___________(6) have to learn, but the ________(7)  of each school 

organises the ___________ (8) and decides which members of 

__________(9) teach each class. At the age of 16 all children take their 

GCSE _________(10) in a number of different _________(11). GCSE 

__________(12) begin in Year 10 - the children choose which ones they 

will take two years before the                    exam. Some subjects, like 

English and Maths are _________(13) but  others like Art or History are 

___________(14).  Some students leave school at 16, but about 50% stay 

on in the _________(15) or attend a college to do two or three A levels. 

About 25% go on to _________(16) education at a _________(17) or 

college when they are ___________(18) or older. 


